
LogicSpell.C03 - Vocabulary

Section 1

bilingual, biography, biological, birthmark, birthplace, bijou, bingo, birch, birth, bison, biceps, bigamy, 

bikini, binary, bisect, bitter, biblical, bicycle, bifocal, bifocals, biology, birthday, biscuit, bivouac, bizarre.

Section 2

cigarette, circulate, circulation, circumcise, circumference, circumstance, civilisation, civilised, cider, 

cigar, cinch, civil, cinema, circle, circus, citrus, cinnamon, circuit, circular, cistern, citizen, civilise.

Section 3

diagnosis, dictation, dictionary, difference, different, difficult, difficulty, digestive, dimension, direction, 

disability, disadvantage, disagreement, disappear, disappoint, disappointing, discharge, disciplinary, 

discipline, disclosure, discomfort, disconnect, discourage, discouraging, discovery, discrimination, 

discussion, disgraceful, dishonesty, dishwasher, dislocate, disposable, disqualify, dissatisfied, distinction, 

distinctive, distinguish, distinguished, distraction, distributor, disturbance, disturbing, diversify, diary, 

dirty, disco, ditch, diver, dizzy, diesel, differ, digest, digger, dilute, dimmer, dinner, direct, divert, divide, 

divine, diabetic, diagnose, diagonal, diagram, dialect, dialogue, diameter, diamond, dictate, diction, 

digital, dilemma, diploma, directly, director, disable, disabled, disagree, discard, discover, discuss, 

disease, disgrace, disguise, dislike, disloyal, disobey, display, disposal, dispute, disrupt, distance, distant, 

distinct, district, disturb, division, divorce, divorced.

Section 4

fictional, filtration, financial, fingernail, fingerprint, fingertip, fireplace, fireproof, fisherman, fibre, field, 

fifth, fifty, fight, filth, final, finch, first, fishy, fixed, fizzy, fierce, figure, filler, filter, filthy, finger, finish, 

fiction, fiendish, fifteen, fighter, filling, finally, finance, fireman, firstly, fitness.

Section 5

librarian, lifesaver, lifestyle, lightning, limestone, limitation, limitless, linguistic, literally, literature, light, 

lilac, limit, lined, linen, liner, litre, liver, likely, liquid, listen, litter, little, lively, living, lizard, liberal, 

liberate, liberty, library, licence, license, licensed, lifeboat, lifeless, lifetime, lighter, lightly, likeness, 

likewise, limited, lipstick, listener, literal.

Section 6

microchip, microphone, microprocessor, microscope, microscopic, microwave, migration, milligram, 

miniature, miniaturise, miraculous, misbehave, miscalculate, miscarriage, mischievous, miserable, 

misfortune, misleading, misshapen, Mississippi, misunderstand, misunderstanding, might, milky, mimic, 

mince, miner, minor, minty, minus, misty, mixed, mixer, midday, middle, mighty, miller, mincer, mingle, 

minute, mirage, mirror, misery, misuse, midwife, migraine, migrate, military, milkman, milkweed, million, 

mindless, mineral, minibus, minimal, minimise, minimum, minister, Minolta, minority, miracle, misjudge, 

mislead, missile, missing, mission, misspell, mistaken, mistaken, mixture. 

Section 7

picturesque, pigeonhole, pigmentation, pillowcase, pitchfork, piano, piece, pilot, pinch, pizza, picked, 

picker, pickle, picnic, pierce, pigeon, pillar, pillow, pincer, pirate, pissed, pistil, pistol, piston, pianist, 



picture, piggish, pigment, pipeline, pitfall, pitiful.

Section 8

ridiculous, righteous, right-handed, ritualistic, rider, right, rinse, ripen, risky, river, ribbon, richly, riddle, 

ripple, ritual, ricochet, ridicule, rightly, riposte, risotto.

Section 9

sidelight, sidestroke, signalise, signature, significant, silversmith, similarity, similarly, simplicity, 

simulated, simulation, simulator, simultaneous, sincerely, situation, sixteenth, sieve, sight, silky, silly, 

since, singe, siren, sixty, sicken, signal, silent, silver, simple, simply, sinful, singer, single, sinner, sister, 

sickness, sideline, signify, signpost, silence, silkworm, silvery, similar, simplify, simulate, sincere, singular, 

situated, sixteen.

Section 10

timetable, tiara, tiger, tight, timer, times, timid, tinge, tired, title, ticket, tights, timber, tingle, tiptoe, 

tiring, tissue, ticklish, tighten, tigress, timeless, tireless, Titanic, titanium.

Section 11

airpocket, Gibraltar, girlfriend, hibernate, hierarchy, highlight, hilarious, hippopotamus, historian, 

historical, kickboxing, kilometre, nightingale, nightmare, vibration, victimise, victorious, videotape, 

viewpoint, virtually, visibility, visionary, visualise, vivisection, widespread, willpower, windstorm, 

witchcraft, withdrawn, withstand, eight, giant, girly, given, hilly, hinge, niece, night, ninth, oiled, vicar, 

video, vigil, virus, visit, vital, vivid, widen, widow, width, windy, wiper, witch, witty, airbag, airgun, 

eighth, eighty, either, gifted, ginger, girdle, hiccup, hidden, higher, highly, hijack, jigsaw, jingle, kidnap, 

kidney, killer, kimono, kindly, kitten, nibble, nicely, ninety, nipple, victim, Vienna, vigour, violet, violin, 

virgin, virtue, vision, visual, wicked, widely, willow, window, winter, wisdom, wither, within, wizard, 

zigzag, aimless, aircraft, airline, airmail, airport, eighteen, gigantic, giraffe, himself, historic, history, 

killing, kilobyte, kilogram, kilowatt, kindness, kinetic, kingdom, kitchen, nickname, nicotine, nightly, 

nineteen, ointment, viaduct, vibrate, vicious, victory, vigilant, vigorous, village, vinegar, violence, violent, 

visible, visibly, visitor, visually, vitamin, widower, wildlife, willing, windmill, withdraw, withhold, 

without, witness.
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